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Abstract 

This review investigates the process of air-cooled condensers taking in consideration the environmental 
pressure and temperature aspects, the concept of acc, the effect of fogging in it and the effect of water and wind 
in it  
 
The analysis of the review of air-cooled condensers (ACC) in power generation plants lies in two possible 
direct applications: one of them is when you have a conventional power plant, that has a steam generator, a 
steam turbine, a condensate system by an auxiliary air-cooled condenser, and pumping equipment; and the other 
when you have a combined cycle plant in which the participating systems are: air intake system to the 
compressor, combustion chamber to generate the inlet combustion gases to the turbine so that it moves and 
mechanical energy is produced and also the combustion gases can be used in a heat recovery boiler and thus is 
added to the steam turbine to generate mechanical energy and transmit this to the electric generator while the 
expansion steam continues its path to the condensate system - air-cooled condenser (ACC) - and hence the 
continuity of the cycle in the exposed system.  
 
Keywords: Air-cooled condenser, Fogging, combined cycle plants, gas turbine, steam turbine, finned tubes 
 
1. Introduction 
It is relevant to make a comparative study of various authors at an international level regarding the possibility of 
using cooling systems in aerocondensers in existing combined cycle plants in Mexico due, on the one hand, to 
the scarcity of normal water for common use, drinking, and on the other, the other is that many of these plants 
are located in high temperature areas, which is why in the summer the potency of the same plants decreases by 
more than 20%. Yes, some of these plants have evaporative or misting systems for the gas turbine, it helps, but 
it is not enough to maintain power at least 90% of the operation for which it was designed.  
 
2. History 
Air-cooled condensers have existed since the 1930s, one of the first investigations being “Design and 
Specification of Air-Cooled Steam Condensers” by M. W. Larinoff, et al, in 1978. Air-cooled condensers 
(ACCs) have been used because, compared to wet systems, they have a more efficient way of eliminating 
makeup water supply, blowdown disposal, they can solve in a better way the water-freezing problems, water 
vapor plumes and many of the concerns regarding water-pollution restrictions can be lifted. They also have a 
lower cost at system-maintenance. However, as the environmental situation worldwide has changed, and the 
water supply is not always constant some problems have aroused regarding ACCs.  
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Since the 1970s designs in ACCS have tried to solve some of the problems generated by backflow with 
dephlegmators or secondary condenser. Equalizing the steam pressure drop in each tube row in the main 
condenser is the goal, this can be achieved by utilizing a larger steam flow.  
 
Figure 1 shows the classical A-frame shape of an air-cooled condenser.  
 

 
Fig.  1 Air-cooled steam condenser of A-frame design [11] 

 
Larinoff mentions that there must be some specific information given to the manufacturer in order to design and 
optimize the seam condenser, such as: exhaust steam flowrate, exhaust steam enthalpy, design exhaust pressure, 
d, design ambient-air temperature, maximum ambient-air temperature, minimum ambient-air temperature, 
lowest optimum turbine-exhaust pressure, highest permissible turbine-exhaust pressure and economic 
optimization of fan power usage. There should be also considerations for cold climate conditions, among them 
the minimum of available steam flow, the bypass steam flow, air flow control and ambient air preheats.  
 
3. Variation of geometric array configurations 
Space characteristics of the thermal performance for air-cooled condensers at ambient winds by L.J. Yang et al 
show computational models for the space characteristics of the thermal To better investigate the space 
characteristics of the thermal performance for air-cooled condensers at various ambient wind, the physical 
domain should be large enough to eliminate the near-wall effect of the main buildings on the flow field of 
ambient winds entering the ACC. This investigation shows that the wind effects are generating a major 
challenge within the ACC design and its operation. It is necessary to improve the cell geometric design. They 
also generate some mathematical formulas that they use in the subsequent investigations for the variation of 
arrays.  
 
Chen, Yang, et al in “A novel layout of air-cooled condensers to improve thermos-flow performance” show in 
Fig. 2(a) the current layout of air-cooled condensers in a 2 x 600MW power plant that is of horizontal 
arrangement, which consists of two ACCs. For each ACC, 56 (7 x 8) condenser cells are arranged in a 
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rectangular array. For this layout, the crosswinds may result in off-axis flows and hot plume recirculation, 
which are both unfavorable to the thermo-flow performances of air-cooled condensers. For the vertical layout of 
ACCs proposed in this paper as shown in Fig. 2(b), all condenser cells are arranged in a perpendicular plane, so 
all axes of the axial flow fans become horizontally configured, and the crosswinds can flow directly across the 
finned-tube bundles without turning directions if all axial flow fans face to the crosswinds against the main 
buildings. In the condenser cell in the horizontal layout, the crosswinds are perpendicular to the fan axis, which 
is disadvantageous to the air suction of the axial flow fan. For the proposed condenser cell, the crosswinds 
blowing toward the fan inlet are beneficial to the air suction.  
 

 
Fig.  2 Schematic of ACCs and main buildings. (a) Horizontally arranged ACCs, (b) vertically arranged ACCs. 

[2] 
 
Kong, Wang, et al. in their article “Circularly arranged Air-cooled condensers to restrain adverse wind effects” 
show for each condenser unit, that the finned tube bundles are arranged in the A-frame form fitted with an axial 
flow fan below. They continue their work on the basis of “A novel layout of air-cooled condensers to improve 
thermos-flow performances” and develop the following equations:  
 
The steady state governing equations of the air flow and heat transfer for the ACC’s are given as follows. The 
realizable k-ε model is adopted for closing the governing equations, due to the good prediction of the turbulence 
flow of viscous fluid. 
 
For the analysis of the finned tubes investigators use this formulas.  
 

  (1) 
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The obtained heat transfer rate of cooling air, Qa, can be calculated by, 
 

  (2) 
 
where ma is the mass flow rate of cooling air.  and  represent the inlet and outlet air temperatures. 
According to the analysis method proposed by Moffat, the measured heat rejection of the exhaust steam has the 
experimental relative standard uncertainty of about 11.2%. 
 
Wind direction of -90° 
For the central condenser cells of the two types of ACCs, Fig. 3 shows the streamlines and temperature fields of 
cooling air in the wind direction of -90°. It can be seen that some vortices are generated at the inlet of upwind 
axial flow fans for the conventional ACCs, resulting from the serious air flow diversion, besides the reverse 
flow appears for these condenser cells. In consequence, the air temperature becomes very high for these 
windward cells.  
 

(a) 
 

 (b) 
Fig.  3 Streamlines and temperature contours (unit in K) at yoz planes of central condenser cells for two ACCs 

at wind speed of 8 m/s in wind direction of -90°. (a) n Column 9 for conventional ACCs, (b) in Column 7 for 
proposed ACCs. [8] 

 
Fig. 4 presents the flow and temperature details in the typical central upwind condenser cells for the two ACCs. 
It can be seen that the off-axial flow distortions are greatly weakened for the proposed ACCs, especially for the 
first condenser cell, because the much-reduced windward heat transfer area with the circular array of ACCs as 
well as the circular array of wind-break wall alleviates the wind effects significantly.  
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 (a) 
 

 (b) 
Fig.  4 Flow and temperature details (unit in K) of central upwind condenser cells for two ACCs at wind speed 

of 8 m/s in wind direction of -90°. (a) In Column 9 for conventional ACCs, (b) in Column 7 for proposed 
ACCs. [8] 

They make this for other degrees of wind direction too. Other authors also refer to these figures. The novel 
circularly arranged ACCs are proposed to restrain the adverse wind effects, and the thermo-flow performances 
are compared with the conventional ACCs.  
 
Kong et al. in “Direct dry cooling system through hybrid ventilation for improving cooling efficiency in power 
plants” develop a mathematical model for the hybrid ventilation. The direct dry cooling system has been 
frequently used to power plants throughout the arid regions short of water resources, whereby ambient air is 
used instead of water as the cooling medium directly. The conventional air-cooled condenser in a power plant 
consists of dozens of condenser cells in a rectangular array. For each condenser cell, the finned tube bundles are 
arranged in the A-frame form with an axial flow fan below, so that ambient air can be driven to pass through the 
finned tube bundles to remove the heat rejection from exhaust steam. However, under the wind conditions, the 
cooling air shows difficult to pass perpendicularly across the axial flow fans. Therefore, the current ACCs are 
susceptible to ambient winds due to its geometrical flaws. 
 
Effects of geometric structures of air deflectors on thermo-flow performances of air-cooled condenser by Huang 
et al mentions that the air deflectors should be installed below the winward fans to improve the performances of 
ACCs under windy conditions. For most deflector pitches and widths, the inclination angle of 45° is basically 
superior to others for the common air flow guidance and blocking of ambient winds, as well as the air flow 
conditions near the fans at the second column. Also, when the other geometric parameters keep constant, the 
wider air deflectors lead to more improved performances of ACCs, except at the inclination angle of 30° and 
the high wind speed for the serious air flow deterioration near the fan inlet at the downwind column. What is 
more, the performances of ACCs get improved at a moderate deflector pitch, which takes full advantage of the 
flow guidance and reduces the possible blocking effect. In addition, at the high wind speed, more air deflectors 
will lead to a lower turbine back pressure due to the flow leading of more air. However, under the windless 
condition, the improvement introduced by air deflectors gets very weak, and even worse, the thermo-flow 
performances of ACCs are deteriorated in many cases. This article is already a summary of other works of the 
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Key Laboratory of Condition Monitoring and Control for Power Plant Equipment of Ministry of Education in 
China 
 
Novel air-cooled condenser with V-frame cells and induced axial flow fans by Chen et al. shows the flow chart 
of the numerical simulations on thermo-flow performances of air-cooled condensers and turbine back pressure. 
 

 
Fig.  5 Flow chart of the numerical simulations on thermo-flow performances of air-cooled condensers and 

turbine back pressure. [3] 
 
A novel layout of ACCs with V-frame condenser cells and induced axial flow fans as well as the modified 
novel ACCs in the wind direction of 90° is suggested. For the conventional ACCs with A-frame condenser 
cells, the off-axis flows and reverse flows in the upwind condenser cells result in the poor aerodynamic 
characteristics of axial flow fans, thus the deteriorated thermo-flow performances of ACCs and increased 
turbine back pressure. For the novel ACCs, the thermoflow performances are greatly improved due to the 
weakened wind effects. Furthermore, in the wind direction of 90°, the enhanced flow performances of the 
upwind axial flow fans bring on greatly improved thermo-flow performances for the modified novel layout of 
ACCs. 
 
The novel reconstruction of ACCs can be applied to the design of direct dry cooling system in power plants, 
and the practical issues such as the construction requirements should also be taken into account in future 
potential engineering. 
 
Xiao, Ge, et al in “Numerical study on performance improvement of air-cooled condenser by water spray 
cooling” The nozzles of most current engineering applications of water spray cooling in ACCs are in scattered 
arrangement. It has been concluded that the droplets have better spray dispersion and longer residence times 
with decreasing air flow velocity, which benefits the air cooling efficiency. In order to improve the present 
nozzles arrangement, the air flow field inside ACC cell is investigated firstly 
 
Jin, Yang, et al state in “Square array of air-cooled condensers to improve thermo-flow performances under 
windy conditions” that in the past decades, the adverse wind effects on ACCs have been thoroughly and deeply 
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investigated. Hotchkiss et al. clarified the effect of the off-axis inflow on the axial flow fan power consumption 
and efficiency by using the actuator disk fan model.  
 
The thermo-flow performances of ACCs in the conventional rectangular array can be easily affected by ambient 
winds. For avoiding this effect, the emphases are mainly placed on the assistant structures including the wind-
break wall, air flow guiding plates and walkway as aforementioned.  
 

Table 1 Mass flow rate relative errors between different mesh systems at various wind speeds for grid 
independence test 

 
 
According to the real structures of ACCs and main buildings, operating parameters, as well as the ambient 
conditions, the physical and mathematical models of the direct dry cooling system in this power plant were 
developed and simulated. The experimental and computed inlet air temperatures for the same condenser cell are 
shown in Fig. 6.  

 
Fig.  6 Computed and measured inlet air temperatures of a representative [7] 
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Fig.  7 Detailed structures of ACCs. (a) Conventional layout with cell serial numbers,(b) proposed layout with 

cell serial numbers. [7] 
 
4. Norm 
ASME PTC 46-1996 states the conditions under which a particular power plant or cogeneration plant must be 
tested:  

• a means must be available to determine, through either direct or indirect measurements, all of the heat 
inputs entering the test boundary and all of the electrical power and secondary outputs leaving the test 
boundary.  

• a means must be available to determine, through either direct or indirect measurements, all of the 
parameters to correct the results from the test to the base reference condition.  

• the working fluid for vapor cycles must be steam. This restriction is imposed only to the extent that 
other fluids may require measurements or measurement methods different from those provided by this 
Code for steam cycles. In addition, this Code does not provide specific references for the properties of 
working fluids other than steam.  

 
Table 2 Largest expected test uncertainties 

Type of Plant Description Corrected 
Heat rate (%) 

Corrected 
Net Power 

(%) 
Simple cycle with 
steam generation 

Gas turbine with exhaust heat used for steam 
generation 

1.5 1.0 

Combined cycles Combined gas turbine and steam turbine cycles 
with or without supplemental firing to a steam 
generator 

1.5 1.0 

Steam cycle Direct stem input (e.g., geothermal) 1.5 1.0 
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Steam cycle Consistent liquid or gas fuel 1.5 1.0 
Steam cycle Consistent solid fuel 3.0 1.0 

 
The plant to be tested is a non-reheat combined cycle cogeneration plant that is powered by two nominal 85 
MW gas turbines with inlet evaporative coolers and steam injection for NOx control and power augmentation, 
as shown in Fig. 8.  
 

 
Fig.  8 Combined cycle plant - dry condenser - process flow diagram [17] 

 
5. Different views regarding cooling systems in Air-cooled Condensers 
Performance prediction and optimization of a waste-to-energy cogeneration plant with combined wet and dry 
cooling system G. Barigozzi show a detailed modeling of the thermodynamic cycle of a waste-to- energy 
cogeneration plant with wet and dry condensing system was developed by using Thermoflex®. Special care was 
taken to simulate the off design behaviour with the aim of replicating the real plant operation as accurately as 
possible. After a proper validation against manufacturer’s data and real plant performance, the simulations were 
used to determine control logic of the wet and dry cooling system, i.e., the combination of AC/CT fans 
rotational speed and cooling water flow, so that the maximum net electric power is achieved. A wide range of 
operating conditions was explored by varying not only the ambient temperature, but also, he steam flow rate 
and temperature at turbine inlet, as well as the water flow rate and its temperature levels in the district heating 
network. 
As a general rule, heat rejection resulted more efficient in the WC than in the AC. For a steam flow rate at 
turbine inlet higher than its design point, the optimal AC fan load does not go beyond 0.6 even in the hottest 
climate. Conversely, the CT fan would run at full speed for any value of the thermal power required by DH, 
when the ambient temperature exceeds 20 °C. Moreover, the optimized AC fan load should remain lower than 
the corresponding CT fan load also in case of turbine part-load operation. Conversely, the AC turned out better 
than WC when a small amount of steam is sent to condensation, in the coldest period of the year. In fact, a shift 
in the plant configuration, from W&D to Dry, is recommended to obtain the maximum net power output when 
the heat demand for district heating is very large (mDH > 5000 t/h) and the ambient temperature is lower than 15 
°C. 
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Deng and Liu in “In-tube thermodynamic analysis on incomplete / compete condensation in finned tube 
condensers using a conjugate heat transfer model” mention that air-cooled steam condensers have been widely 
applied in coal-rich water-scarce power plants.  
 
Considering that the cooling air side configurations of the operational device had been fixed, many recent 
studies focused on the thermodynamics behavior on vapor-side, including the vapor distribution, the in-tube 
pressure drop, the two-phase flow pattern, the condensate rate behavior, the flooding in reflux condensation, the 
influence of non-condensable gases, the thermal resistance on vapor-side, and the heat removal capability of 
condensation, all of which are hugely important to run an efficient condenser. Although the emphasis is 
different on the vapor side, all aforementioned studies suggest that an accurate prediction to the local 
condensation and flow characteristics is one of preconditions to analyze the in-tube performance of finned 
steam condensers. Following this, the issue is worth of further investigations due to following reasons. 
 
First, almost all extant analytical models to in-tube condensation were carried out on a constant temperature 
cooling wall with a lumped parameter assumption.  
 

 
Fig.  9 Schematic of a single oval finned tube and an air-cooled condenser, cited from photos in SPX_ website 

[http://spxcooling.com]. [4] 
 
Second, the majority of literature focused on the incomplete condensation, exhibiting a lack of concerning on 
the complete condensation phenomenon. phenomenon. The former is the typical mode operated by co-current 
condensers; however, in the extremely cold days accompanying with a low exhaust flow rate, co-corrent 
condensers maybe switch to complete condensation, as shown in the field snapshot of Fig. 10, which runs a 
severe risk of finned tubes freezing. 
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Fig.  10 Simultaneous incomplete and complete condensation found in co-current finned tubes at a field 

300MW air-cooled power plant. [4] 
 
Third, limited to the numbers of thermocouples or resistance temperature detectors deployed on a finned tube, a 
comprehensive quantification to in-tube heat transfer behavior was not easy to achieve by means of 
conventional experimental approaches.  
 
A conjugate heat transfer model is presented based on two heat transfer resistance networks shown in Fig. 11, 
in which the heat flux from the in-tube vapor to the out-tube cooling air across an oval finned tube of air-cooled 
condensers is demonstrated.  
 

 
Fig.  11 Schematic of a segment of the conjugate model and the employed heat transfer resistance network. [4] 

 
The coolant convection between cooling air and the exterior surface of the finned tube, characterized by the 
heat removal from fins and unfinned tube wall by cooling air, is governed by the continuity, momentum, and 
energy equations, as  follows. 
 

  (3) 
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  (4) 
 

  (5) 
 
Economic system optimization of air-cooled organic Rankine cycles powered by low-temperature geothermal 
heat sources by Walraven et al. shows that A system optimization of an air-cooled ORC powered by geothermal 
heat is performed in this paper. The cycle parameters of the ORC, the geometry of the heat exchangers and the 
geometry of the air-cooled heat exchanger are optimized together in order to obtain the maximum net present 
value of the installation. It is shown that the brine inlet temperature, the brine outlet temperature, the electricity 
price, discount rate and electricity price evolution have a strong influence on the net present value of the 
geothermal power plant. For cycles with dry fluids, it is always useful to include a recuperator because this heat 
exchanger decreases the cooling load. A recuperator is advantageous for cycles with wet fluids only when the 
brine outlet temperature is constrained. The performance (thermodynamic and economic) of single pressure 
subcritical cycles in which the evaporation temperature is “much” lower than the critical temperature can 
improve strongly by addition of an extra pressure level, although the specific cost of the ORC increases. The 
air-cooled condenser is a very important component. It has a strong influence on the efficiency of the power 
plant through the condensing temperature and the power consumption of the fans and it accounts for a large part 
of the investment cost of the ORC (about 80% in the case study). 
 
Nikolay, Svyatoslav, et al in “Numerical study of characteristics of the air condenser section” show what 
modern ACs are assembled from standard commercially produced sections. Several sections are combined into 
the module. The fan pumps air through the module. Pipe system consists of two sections and collectors multiple 
rows of finned tubes (Fig. 12).  
 

 
Fig.  12 Pipe system of the sections [5] 

 

 
Fig.  13 The layout of and geometric parameters of the pipe section [5] 
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The mathematical model is based on the methods described in A. Besson Dreyner G., B. Kuntysh, 
Fundamentals of calculation and design of air-cooled heat exchangers. The initial data are given sections 
geometric parameters: L; В; N; Z; pipe material and edges and geometric parameters in m: S1; S2; D; h; dout; 
din; δ; Δ; S, as well as the operating parameters: temperature of the air entering the section to.a. °C; barometric 
pressure pb kPa; air velocity in the narrowest section of sections ωair m/s; condensing temperature substances tC 
°C; its degree of dryness at the input x1 and output x2 section.  
 
The numerical studies have shown: 

• Specifications and performance indicators the AC are highly dependent on the kind of substance. 
• When the outdoor temperature changing from -40 to 40 °C specific heat flow in the AC drops on 175 ÷ 

185 W/m2. 
• The model allows to determine from the known heat flow required number of units and investments in 

the condenser. This heat flow is necessary to select the temperature of outside air considering the 
climatic region installation AC. 

 
Kekuala, Chen, et al in “Numerical investigation of condensation in inclined tube air-cooled condensers” 
mention that the heat and mass transfer phenomena in dry cooling is important in many applications including 
refrigeration, power generation and electronics cooling systems. Due to increased water conservation efforts, 
air-cooled steam condensers, also known as dry cooling systems, have been the topic of many investigations in 
the energy sector. Direct dry cooling has been shown to reduce the water consumption of a concentrated solar 
power plant by over 90 percent when compared to a more traditional wet cooling.  
 
The condensed liquid flows downwards under the influence of gravity. In addition to the previously outlined 
simplifications, the following assumptions per the classic Nusselt film theory are:  

• The liquid film thickness in the upper region of the tube is much smaller than the tube diameter 
( ). 

• The acceleration terms in the momentum equation can be neglected. 
• The temperature distribution in the film layer is linear.  
• The liquid condensate flow is assumed to be smooth and laminar. 
• The shear stress on the liquid film is negligible. 
• The condensed liquid has axial and tangential components but. does not move radially. 

 

 
Fig.  14 Inclined laminar film condensation with accumulation. [10] 
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Fig.  15 Geometry for the angle relationships. [10] 

 

 
Fig.  16 Computational domain: (a) staggered arrangement and (b) inline arrangement. [10] 

 
Mahvi, Rattner, et al in “Challenges in predicting steam-side pressure drop and heat transfer in air-cooled 
power plant condensers” mentions that although there has been extensive research on flow condensation 
pressure change and heat transfer, most studies reported in the literature do not pertain to conditions employed 
in powerplant ACCs. The state of the art air-cooled condenser configuration used in US power plants is shown 
schematically in Fig. 19.  
 
The applicability of such correlations to ACC conditions is thus unknown. Summaries of the most widely 
employed condensation pressure drop and heat transfer correlations are presented in Tables 3.  
 

  (6) 

Frictional Gravitational   Accelertion /Deceleration 
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Fig.  17 Schematic of the (a) entire ACC system, (b) ACC cell, and (c) an individual steam tube [13] 

 
Table 3 Summary of two-phase frictional pressure drop studies. [13] 

 
 
In two-phase flow design calculations, the frictional component of pressure change is often estimated using 
empirically developed correlations. Some representative pressure drop models are presented here, and their 
applicability to ACC conditions is highlighted. 
 
A commonly used general purpose condensation heat transfer correlation was developed by Traviss et al. for 
annular flows with a high velocity vapor core.  
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Fig.  18 Frictional component (a) and total pressure drop (b) along length of heat exchanger [13] 

 

 
Fig.  19 Overall plant efficiency as a function of ambient temperature using different correlations to predict 

steam-side pressure drop. [13] 
 
Li, Wang, et al. mention in “Identification of optimal operating strategy of direct air-cooling condenser for 
Rankine cycle based power plants” that a large-scale coal-fired power plant currently under operation in China 
is investigated in this paper with the nominal values and available measurements described below. The 
preprocessing techniques for the raw operating data employed are introduced as well.  
 
Calculation of the net power output under off-design conditions with the established off-design turbine-
subsystem and ACC models, for given inlet conditions of turbine subsystem (ω), i.e., the mass flowrate, 
temperature and pressure of the main and reheated steam, and ambient conditions (φ), i.e., the atmospheric 
temperature and pressure, the net power output of the power plant can be represented by the following 
formulation: 
 

 aquí poner qué significa  
 
It can be proved by the next figure which shows the calculation procedure of the net power output and pressure.  
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Fig.  20 Calculation procedure of the net power output and back pressure for given boundary conditions and 

operating fan frequency. [12] 
 
While for the boundary conditions of the ACC, local ambient pressure pair,in is considered as constant (85.2 
kPa), since it is rather stable, and the slight variation leads to negligible impact on the turbine back pressure. 
Thus, only the impact of ambient temperature (10–30 °C) on ACC performance is considered. 
 
Deng, Liu and Zhen in “Analysis and comparison on condensation performance of core tubes in air-cooling 
condensers” show that the literature suggested that both steam-side and air-side effects should be considered to 
improve the ACC performance. Meanwhile, the literature analysis exhibit a lack of comprehensive study on the 
sensitivity of heat-transfer to the vapor operation and sub-cool temperatures, which was very important to 
operate an ACC in a field plant.  
 
The geometric specifics of three numerical tubes are detailed in Table 4. Fig. 24 shows 3D computational 
domains used in the study, which were symmetrical and required minimal computational effort.  
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Fig.  21 Computational domain for Tubes 1–3 in Table 1. [4] 

 
Table 4 Operating conditions of numerical simulations. 

 
 
To numerically initiate the condensate film and also effectively reduce computational time cost to convergence, 
a very thin liquid film of thickness dinit was artificially applied to format two-phase interface using the Micro 
VOF_Cell of Fluent UDF based on Nusselt analysis. The UDF was adopted to all cells in the whole 
computational domain to determine the value of liquid void of fraction (VOF) of each cell, as: 
 

   
  (7) 

 
 
where x was the normal distance of central node of cell to cooling wall, dinit was the estimated film thickness, 
as the Nusselt film thickness determined by the cell’s axial location: 
 

  (8) 
 
where y was the distance of central node of cell to tube inlet, the factor of 0.1 denoted that the estimated film 
thickness was reduced by 10 times to Nusselt value. After the UDF was executed with the numerical case 
initiation, the whole cooling wall was covered by liquid whose thickness was the 0.1 time value of Nusselt film, 
whereas the other area of domain was occupied by vapor-phase. 
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Fig.  22 Stability analysis of overall HTC on three vertical tubes using transient computation. [4] 

 
Furthermore, with the Nusselt number and fraction efficient, a frequently used performance evaluation criteria 
(PEC), as  
 

  (9) 

 
was proposed to judge the thermo-hydrodynamic performance of three core tubes.  
 
Conclusion 
As it can be seen in this research, the compilation was made of works that have already been done before. They 
found that the progress of combined cycle plants with ACCs was first analyzed. Second, the case of the type of 
ACC that can be installed is analyzed. The case of the geographical position is analyzed with the analysis of the 
winds in the place to take certain instruments such as deflectors trying to additionally focus the air to the ACC. 
 
Several researchers continue with the investigation of proposed geometric arrangements type A, type V, as well 
as vertical systems, square system, etc., which implies that several of the researchers continue with the 
investigation regarding heat transfer and optimal heat transfer systems. type of fins or arrangements in the tubes 
for better steam condensation depending on the location and corresponding height of the fans. 
 
In the second part of this Review the aspect of fogging will be taken into consideration.  
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